SILENT
LONG-RANGE
WEATHER-PROOF

SECOP-X4
Exceptionally large flight-range,
quiet operation,
simple to operate and manage

Distance is no obstacle,
be it day or night,
the mission
will be completed

maximum
range 25km

80 minutes
flight time

maximum 2kg
payload

portable
design

FAST REACTION

IP55 PROTECTION

ISM/SRD RADIO

With up to 80 minutes of flight time,
the Secop-4 is widely applicable for
search and rescue missions or as an
element of military and law enforcement systems (area, zone reconnaissance, target selection and tracking,
support object security, protect
specific area).

A design that provides protection
against rain and dust or wind gusts.
Can be used in almost all weather
conditions.

The SDR is a control and telemetry
radio solution, which ensures hasslefree operation in urban environments
in compliance with EU requirements.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
PLATFORM

PORTABLE DESIGN

BVLOS OPERATION

A modular platform ensures the
optimal system for the task, whether
it is industrial or agricultural surveying, cartographic or law enforcement
operations.

Long-range control and automatic
on-board air traffic detection and
avoidance system allows beyond
visual line of sight operation.

Foldable arms allow for transport in
a relatively small space and a quick
start-up.

www.rotorsandcams.com

SET UP
YOUR OWN SYSTEM

SECOP-X4
SPECIFY THE TASK

CHOOSE A CAMERA

The main modules of the Secop
X4 system can be optimized to a
variety of missions such as surveil-

Choose the one that suits your
needs. A wide range of cameras
are available either with IP

lance, aerial documentation or object

ENJOY THE RESULTS
Plan your task and let Secop X4 do its
job. From take-off until landing,
the autonomous flight plan ensures

or analog interface for both

protection.

sensory

industrial and military uses.

perception,

speed

accuracy.

OPTIONAL COMPONENTS
CAMERAS & SENSORS
Integration of real-time MultiSensor (day and night-vision) video downlink gimbal cameras is
provided, with up to 30x zoom capability in either SD or HD quality.

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

25 km communications range available using ISM / SDR radio modules in adherence with
EU standards. This range can also be achieved with NATO-exclusive frequency bands.
In case of using an LTE / 4G module there is no effective communications range limit.

POWER
The estimated flight time is 60 minutes with a Lithium-Polymer and 80 minutes with
a Lithium-Ion battery. We provide special multi charger equipment optimal for the selected
battery type.

GROUND CONTROL STATION
As a basic ground control station, we recommend a Surface Pro3 tablet with a shockproof case.
For industrial and military applications, the impact- and waterproof Panasonic ToughBook or
ToughPad products are optional. However the Secop X4 system be operated from any regular
laptop/notebook.

PPK/RTK SYSTEM
EMLID’s on-board and ground module enables high accuracy position information of sensor data
for post-flight assessment.
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